IEEE WIE International Leadership Summit 2019, Bangalore, India
I was able to witness a successful IEEE WIE International Leadership Summit 2019 during the 30th and
31st August 2019 at Sterlings Mac Hotel, Bangalore. The event atmosphere was filled with around 150
young female/ male participants together with around 15 distinguished speakers from different parts of
the world and the air was thick with networking and program highlights. The event was filled with
keynote addresses, panel discussions, interactive sessions for skills enhancement, speeches on
technology breakthroughs, an interesting yoga session and stalls from event sponsors like Cisco, J. P.
Morgan Chase & Co., Google, Hewlett Packard Enterprise and Jio. In my opinion, what I really found as
important for my WIE AG group is the breakthroughs in technology by educated women leaders. I was
very enthusiastic about the content of the two day summit, which was delivered via tracks which got
impressive speakers: Entrepreneurship, Leadership, Innovation, Humanitarian and Women in
Technology. The summit created a single platform for both women and men in engineering/ technology
community flocked across the globe since there were international participants as well like me. The
summit provided a unique experience to learn through experience sharing and build life lasting
relationships among technological community inspiring each other during the two days. The IEEE WIE ILS
2019, Bangalore brought together STEM leaders from around the world and focused on developing and
improving leadership skills for individuals at all stages of their careers, which I found very related to me.
The entertainment evening where participants got to perform different cultural items was a thriller
mixed with a sense of Indian culture. The two days summit concluded successfully giving the true value
to its theme “Redefining the defined”. It was the efforts of the organizing committee that truly valued at
the end of the summit in delivering the best summit experience to its participants.

